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ABSTRACT

This paper is about a well-known problem concerning the treatment of propositional attitudes.
Results obtained by Kaplan and MontogueIn the early sixties Imply that certain propositional attitude
theories are threatened with inconsistency. How large the variety of such theories really is has been
stressed by Thomason(1960). It includes all those attitude accounts that ere often referred to as
"representational." We show that many non-representational theortes avoid those paradoxes only so
long as they refrain from incorporating certain further notions which seemas worthy of formalization
as those they contain. In view of these artificial limitations that must be imposed to keep the
paradoxes out, such non-representational theories offer no genuine advantageover representational
alternatives. The Kaplan-Montaoueresults therefore require a different response than has often been
thought appropriate. Rather than taking refuge in a non-representational theory one should adapt the
representational approach In such a way that the threat of Inconsistency disappears. The paper ends
with a sketch of how this might be accomplished.
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IKT2.QIZXd.II~I
This paper'is abouta well-knownproblem concerningthe treatment of propositionalattitudes.
Resultsobtainedby Kaplan and Montague in the early sixtiesimply that certain propositiona]attitude
theoriesare threatenedwith inconsistency.Thomason (1980) has stressedjust how largethe variety
of such theories really is. It includes all those attitudeaccounts that are often referred to as
"representational."The reason these resultsare so problematic is that representationaltheories of
attitudes seem to enjoy some well-known advantages over' non-representational accounts. We
ourselvesare committed to a particulartype of representationaltheory,and so the Kaplan-MontagueThornason results have a special urgency for us. We are unwilling to give up the advantages of a
representationalaccount,even though thatmight seem to be the obvious solutionto the problem. We
will insteadmake a case for a differentresponse. That case involves two separate considerations.
First, we will argue that most non-representationalthearies themselves do not embody a really
satisfactoryresponse to the paradoxes,since they avoid these paradoxes only so long as they refrain
from incorporatingcertain further notions which seem as worthy of formalization as those they
contain. Thus, non-representationaltheories offer no genuine advantage over representational
alternatives.Second,we will indicateone way in which a representationalaccountmight be alteredso
thatthe threatof inconsistencyis removed. We will end by showing how this alterationaffectsthe
logicof the attitudesand how itpermits the studyof self-referentialand even paradoxicalattitudes-"
yieldingan additionaladvantagefor"our approach.
PARADOXANDNONR~..I~,.ENTATIOIV~L.T.Ii.,OB,I.,~,.~
We begin by reviewing how and why the problems thatKaplan and Montogue brought to lightarise.
The difficultyis most easilyexposed -- and in fact It was first noted -- in relationto one type of
representationaltheory, that which takes the objects of the attitudesto be sentences of Its own
language. That attitudessuch as beliefand knowledgeare to be analyzed as predicatesof sentences Is a
view which has been put forward by a number of eminent philosophers,among them Carnep and Quine.
in 1963 Montaguereachedthe surprising conclusionthat this proposal has paradoxical consequences.

One of the results Montaoueobtained was the following. Let T be an extension of I~ (Robinson
arithmetic relatlvlzed to the formula ~ whoseonly free variable ls u), and for any sentence~P let (~p3,
be the numeral denotingthe gosdel number of y,. Supposethat for any sentencesy,, ~P and some one
place predicateof expressions K: (K1) l-T K((y,,>) .-~ Y,S (E2) if Y., is a theorem of logic then I-T
K(<Y~>), (K3) I-T (K(<Y~>) & K(<Yp -~ ~>)) -~ K(<~>), (K4) I'T K((K(<Y'>)-~Y'>). Then T is
Inconsistent. 8o Intuitively valld principles of eplstemic logic yield a contradiction when knowledgels
represented as a predicate of sentences in a language with sufficient syntactic resources. This
surprising result has come to be known as the Knower Paradox.
Thomason (1980) shows that commonly accepted principles of doxastlc logic lead to similar
paradoxes in theories which contain a sentenc~ predicate representing belief. 1 He also argues that
ILet (~P>be the standardname of Lp and let'B'be a I placepredicate. Intuitively'B(x)' means thatA
(some fixedbel!ever) believesthatx. Then the folIowlngare commonly acceptedprlnclplesof
doxasticlogicL (BI) B((~o ..~~p>)& B((ko>) ~ B((Y,,>),(B2) If~ isa theorem of logicthen
B(e,p~,),(B3) B(<~)) .-~B((B(<~;,))), (B4) B(<B((~)) .-P~)). Ifthe theory, besidescontaining
(BI) - (B4) alsocontainsenough machinery for talkingabout itsown syntax,then,Thomason .shows,
the beliefof some Intuitivelyharmless tautologlesentailsthe beliefof any sentencewhatsoeV~o
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Montogue's results not only affect those representational theories which Identify the objects of the
attitudes with sentences of their own language,but that they pose a threat to all representational
theories. He reasonses follows: Supposethat a certain attitude, soy belief, is trceted as a property of
"proposition-like" objects - - let us call them 'propositions' - - which are built up from atomic
constituents in much the same way that sentences are. Then, Thomason observes, with enough
arithmetic at our disposal we can associate in the familiar way a "goedel number" with each such
object and we can mimic the relevant structural properties of and relations betweensuch objects by
explicitly defined arithmetical predicatesof their goedel numbers. This goedellzotionof propositions
can then be exploited, he apoues,to derive a contradiction in much the same way as it was obtained by
Montogue.
Thomason stresses the importance of what he refers to as the "recurslve" character of the
representational objects - - by which we take him to meanthe principle that propositions are built up
by certain combinatorial principles from basic constituents. From one perspective, the perspective
of the believer reflecting upon the nature of his beliefs, thls emphasisseems appropriate. Suppose
that a person's beliefs involve representations that he himself sees as built up recurslvely from
constituents in much the same way that sentencesare. Further, supposethat he has some meansfor"
thinking about the constituent structure of representations in a sufficiently systematic and detailed
way. Supposefinally that the inferences he is prepared to acknowledgeas valid (and which he is
nsequent]yprepared to use in forming now beliefs from beliefs he already has) include the schemata
I)-(B4) as well as those of classical logic. Then he will be able to Oo from any apparently
harmless belief to an explicitly contradictory one by faultlessly reasoningIn a way that parallels the
Montogue-Thomasonargument. At this point, such a person should feel perplexed-- no less so, In
fact, than the philosopher who sets out with the idea that belief must be analyzableas a predicate of
sentences end that (B1)-(B4) are valid principles for such a predicate but who then, perh®s by
reading Thomoson,discovers to his surprise that things just cannotbe that way.
If we focus on ascriptions of belief to sentient beings from an external praspactive, however, the
relevance of the recursive character of representations is less obvious. In fact the implications of
Hontogue'soriginal results are even more damagingthan Thomoson'sargument suggests. To derive a
papa:lax along the lines Montogueand Kaplan discovered, It suffices to exploit a belief or knowledOe
predicate of propositions (whatever" one takes propositions to be) to define o related predicate,
satisfying the same familiar epistemic or" dexastic principles, on ooedel numbers of sentences. There
ape a number of different situations in which this is possible. Relevant factors ape: (i) what
machinery the theory contains for talking about the structure of its propositions and what assumptions
about propositional structure it makes; (it) the precise form in which the theory expresses the
problematic epistemic or doxastic principles; and (lit) whether the theory has the meansof formally
representing the expression relation betweensentencesand propositions (i.e. the relation which holds
between a proposition p and a sentence ~ expressing p). Only In rather special cases have we been
able to verify that somethinglike Thomason's'racursiveness' assumptionis essential to the argument.
On the other hand, there are many situations In which the knower paradox causes trouble
independently of any assumption about the recursive or compositional structure of the attitudinal
objects.
This last point is related to an observation we wish to makeabout e familiar non-representational
framework for" the analysis of propositional attitudes. This is the framework provided by Montogue's
system of Intensional Logic, or IL, in which propositions are treated as sets of possible worlds, IL is
known to be Immune against the epistemio and dexastio pap~:k)xas,and for that very reasen has been
thought preferable as a framework for attltude analysis. But suppose IL is enrlched with enough
arithmetic to permit goedellzation(e.g. we add the axioms of Q to the valid sentencesof the theory).
Let H be some particular goedelizationrelation - - i.e. n standsin the relation H to the sentence Y,, if n
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is the Ooedelnumber, accordino to some chosengeedelizationscheme,of '/.,,. This relation determines a
second relation 8 between numbers and propositions, which holds between n and p if n is the goedel
number" of a sentence which expresses p. Semantically this relation is completely defined; i.e., its
extension is fully determined in each of the models of this extended system of IL. It might therefore
seem harmless to add to the given system a binary predicate to represent this relation; and to adopt as
new axioms such intuitively valid sentences as a) G(!!.,^Y.'), where n is the n-th numeral and n the
geedel number of Y,,, b) (Vu) (~n(u) ~ (lip) G(u,p)), where ',Sen' is the arithmetical predicate
which is satisfied by just those numbers which are goedel numbers of sentences, and c) Vp(13(R,p)~
(Vp ~ y,,)), where ~ and Y.' are as under a). However, this addition renders the system inconsistent;
for we can now define a 'truth' predicate T of geedel numbers (T(u) I (3 p) (G(u,p) & vp)) for
which we can easily show that "l'(~ ~ Y., is valid whenever n is the geedel number" of Y,'. The
Inconsistency then follows in the usual way.
The fact that certain semantically well-defined relations cannot be incorporated into IL shows it to
be unsuitable as a general framework for philosophical analysis. Thus, it is unsuitable, in particular,
as a framework for an analysis of the attitudes. This conclusion should be especially disturbing to
those who favor such a theory, as the advantages It is supposed to have depend crucially on the
artificial limitations to which the expressive power of IL is subject.
The impossibility of representing tn IL the expression relation between propositions and the
gcodel numbers of the sentences expressing them has, we saw, nothing to do with the presence or
absenceof attitudinal predicates but arises independently, becausethe languagecontains the sentence
forming operator v. But in certain weaker systems which lack this operator, it may be precisely the
presence of an attitudinal predicate, together with the familiar epistomic or doxastic principles that
govern Its behavior, which prevents the addition of the predicate 8. In these cases 8 could be used to
define a corresponding attitudinal predicate of numbers (K'(n) = (3p) (G(n,p) & K(p)); and under
sultable conditions one could show that the principles governing K also hold for K'. The contradiction
then follows as in Montague(1963) or" Thomason(1980).
We have argued that the emphasis on the recursive character of representational structure is
appropriate when we consider the attitudinal paradoxesfrom the perspective of somebody who reasons
about his own knowledge or" beliefs. But we have also emphasized that, when we focus on certain
formal theories of attitude attribution, representational structure need not be very significant, since
the paradoxical results will ensue in am/case as long as the theory has the means of relating the
syntactic structure of its own sentencesto the attitudinal objects it posits. There are, however, some
theories of attitude attribution in which representational structure is a crucial ingredient in the
derivation of the paradox. Consider for instance a theory containing predicates expressing structural
prop~ties and relations of the representations it posits as attitudinal objects. Thus, for instance, it
might contain a 3-place predicate which holds between representations p, q and r iff r has the
structure of a conjunction of p and q. Supposethat the theory contains enough set theory to guarantee
the existence of arbitrary finite sequences of whatever objects are included in its universe of
discourse, as well as the mathematics needed for arithmetization of syntax. Suppose further that the
theory statesthat each representation is built up recursively from atomic constituents (i.e.that for
each representation there is a sequence of representations which gives a decomposition of the
representation into its constituents). Then It will be possible to give an explicit definition of the
relation,J which holds betweena number n and a representation r lff n is the goedel number of r. In
other words there will be a definable predicate J(x, U) which, In any intended model for the theory,
will be satisfied by n and r iff n is the geedel number of r. Using,Jwe can explicitly define K' from K:
(~x) (K'(x) ~ (]U) (J(x, y) & K(U))). Again, if the theory already contained the principles (KI) (K4) tt will also contain the corresponding senteneaswith K' insteadof K (this is not entirely trivial,
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and In fact it ls not even quite correctly stated; but the claim can be substantiated). So inconsistency
arises in such a theory in any case.
It should be stressed that a theory tn which representationalstructure ts able to causethis kind of
havoc must contain a non trivial amount of additional machinery. It is not obvious that every
representational theory should comeso heavily equipped.
This ts not to say of course that the "representationalists" that Thomasontakes to task in his
article should not be criticized. Probably most of those who haveadvocateda representational theory
of propositional attitudes hove beenunawarethat the seemingly innocuousmachinery neededto derive
the paradoxes causes the troubles that It does. ,Somemight still happily accept this machinery as a
useful component or addition to their representational views. Nevertheless, the possibility of
representational theorlres that are weak enoughto escapethe paradox should not be dismissedout of
hand. Precisely what scoperemains for such theories is a matter that needsfurther investigation.
These remarks provide a far from complete picture of what the full spectrum of attitudinal
theories that succumb to the knower paradox is like. But we hope they indicate that the Knower
Paradox is not confined to those representational theories that lhomasonseemsto have had primarily
in mind. It equally affects theories that do not attribute much structure to their attitudinal objects,
but which are able to express a gooddeal about the connection between propositions and the sentences
expressing them, Only the familiar systems of eplsteml¢ and doxastlc logic, In which knowledgeand
belief are treated as sentontial operators, and which do not treat propositions as objects, seem solidly
protected from the problems we havetouchedupon. But thosesystemsare so weakthat they can hardly
serve as adequateframeworks for analyzing the attitudes. For Instancethere does not seem to be any
plausible way of representing within such a system statements like 'Bill knows everything that Sue
knows'.
If the only drawback of intensional systems were that one cannot augment them with certain
intuitively well-defined predicates such as G, this by itself mioht not be a Ooedenough reason for
abandoningthe intensional framework. However, the framework is unsatisfactory for quite different
reasons as well. First, sentences which identify the objects of the attitudes with sets of possible
worlds cannot be prevented (in any natural way) from entailing that replacementof the complementof
an attitude attribution by a sentence logically equivalent to It always preserves correctness of the
attribution. This substitution principle goes counter to some of our most deeply rooted intuitions
about such attitudes as belief. Also, the way in which attitudes have thus far been formalized within
IL seems fundamentally unsuitable for attitudinal and pseudo-attitudinal notions whose objects are
unequivocally sentences.' x is justified in asserting the sentence s', for instance, Is Intuitively as
clear a concept as' x knows that s' and as muchdeservingof analysis. But it can hardly be interpreted
as a relation between personsand propositions; its only plausible formalization is as a relation
between individuals and sentences. As the notion intuitively satisfies the principles (KI) - (K4), its
representation as a sentence predicate will introduce the familiar difficulties, Irrespective of how
other attitudes are handled. At this point the advantageIL onceseemedto have over representational
theories-- that of treating knowledoeand belief in such a way that the familiar principles of doxostic
and epistemic logic can be vindicated - - would be very muchreducedif not altogether lost.

REPRESENTATIONALTHEORIES_
Representationaltheoriesdo not suffer from someof the drawbacksof the tntensionalapproach.
They do not, for instance, imply that attitudes are invariant under logical equivalence. But they need
to find somealternative answer to the problems Montagueand Thomesonhavepointedout
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There is, as Montague's work made plain,an intimate connection between the Knower Paradox and
the Liar Paradox -- in factboth are instancesof some more general pattern. In the light of this it is
worth noting that the two paradoxes have led to rather differentresponses. In principle it is possible
to deal with the Liar Paradox by treating truth as a sentential operator, or, alternatively, as a
property of sets of possible worlds. ,Sucha treatment would be the natural analogue of the operator
approach and the intensional approach to knowledge and belief, but it is completely trivial and
consequently has had few ifany serious proponents. Instead,the Liar Paradox has led to developments
in quite different directions. Tarski proposed as a remedy' an infinite hierarchy of increasingly
powerful languages,each next one containing a truth predicatefor its predecessor, while none contains
such a predicate for itselL This move blocks the semantic paradoxes; but it has been felt to be unduly
restrictive as it also eliminates the possibilityof forming any sentences that speak about their own
truth or falsity. A reluctance to throw out all sorts of "semantic" self-reference for the sake of
consistency has led more recently to a very different approach, that of Kripke (1975), Gupta
(1982), and Herzberger (1982) amongothers. This approach treats truth as a predicate of sentences
and freely permits self reference; but its semantics is partial. The effect is that all the '{X~d'
sentences, includingthe sound self-referentialones, end up with a definitetruth value, while the Liar
Sentence and other truly paradoxical sentences do not. This approach has proved fruitful and
illuminating in connection with truth. We believe that it also holds considerable promise in relation
to the attitudes.

A parallel treatment of the attitudes, however, is considerably more complicated. While truth is
an extensional notion - - in the sense that the truth value of 'it is true that ~P' ts determined by the
tD,l.tb..Y.ll].l,l.I~of • - - knewledgeand belief are not. in fact we have argued these attitudes are not even
lntenstonah ~P and ~ may have the same intens|on while 'x believes that ~' and 'x believes that ~'
differ in truth value. This is one of the reasons for abandoningefforts to analyze the attitudes in
strictly intensional terms.
Indeed the kind of analysis we prefer uses the framework of discourse representation theory. It
would be free of the inadequaciesof lntensional semantics.2 But to dsvelop that analysis here would
require far more explanation and Justification than we have room far. We have therefore adopted a
more traditional framework, familiar since the work of Hintlkka (1962), tn which knowledge and
belief are characterized In terms of possible worlds, in thls approach the knowledge (beliefs) of a
person a at a world w is (are) represented by a set WK, a(v) (We, a(v)) of possible worlds, the set
of all worlds compatible with the totality of a's knowledge(beliefs) in w. In the extant versions of
this analysis, the sets WK, i ( v ) and WB, a(v) determine the truth values of knowledge and belief
reports at w In a way' familiar' from modal logic; for Instance, 'a knows that ~' is true at w iff ~ ts
true In all worlds in WK, a(v).
Once the object language countenances self-referential reports, however', the formula for
determining the truth values of attitude reports ceasesto be self-evident. Just as there ls a problem
about the truth value of the liar senter',~ even when all the relevant facts ere established, so there
remains a problem about the truth values of some knowledgeand belief reports, even after all facts,
lr~luding those about the subject's knowledgeand beliefs, have been determined. 8o, If we think of

2Fora dlscusslon of some of theseIssues,seeKemp(1985), Asher(forthcoming).
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WB, a(~) as determining a]l the facts about o's beliefs at w, there will still be a problem about which
self-referential belief reports about a are true at w. Our problem, then, will be to determine, for
any possible world structure Wwtth alternativeness relations for knowledgeand belief, what in each
world of Ware the extensions for the knowledgeand belief predicates, K and B.
As In similar analyses of the concept of truth that have Inspired our work, we must expect the
extensions of K and B to be essentially partial. In particular, the truly paradoxical attitude reports,
such as the "knower sentence" which says of Itself that Its negation ls known, should come out as
neither definitely true nor definitely false. A judicious analysis, however, will succeed in assigning
many other sentences, Including some that contaln elements of self-reference a truth value. There
exist two quite different ways for arriving at such partial extensions: the first due to Kripke ( 1975),
the seconddue to Herzberger (1962) and Oupta(1962). We will follow here the Harzbergar-Gupta
method. This method uses only classical, bivalent extensions but incorporates a process of repeated
revision. Only the elements whlch from somepoint In the sequenceof revisions onwards remain Inside
the predicato's extension count as definitely in the extension of the predicate. We have no absolutely
compelling argument for our choice of the Herzberger Ouptastrategy, but we think It has a number of
advantages,some already discussed in Ouptaand someothers which we will detail below.
From these Informal remarks, it ought to be fairly clear" what our semantics for knowledge and
belief will be like. ~ the formal definitions below will hold few surprises. We follow the familiar"
practice of representing the worlds compatible with all of a's knowledge in w by means of an
"alternativeness"relatlon RK, a; v RKA w" lff v' is compatible with the totality of a's knowledOeIn
w. We shall write '[wR]' to denote the set of all w' such that wRw'. Our object languagewill be a
first order languageL which contains two two-place predicates K and B. K(x,y) is to be read as 'x
knows that y' and 6(x,y) as 'x believes that y'. Our modelsfor" I are of the form (W, D, El, {RKA} a ¢
A, {RB,e}a EA >, where: (l) W is a set of worlds; (ii) D is a functton that assigns to each v ,E W a non
empty set; Dw is called the un/verse of w; (ill) ~ has a [/xed un/ver~, i.e., for all it, v' ( W,
Dv = Dw,; (iv) A ~ Dv; (v) |J is a function which assignsto eachnon logical constant of L a classical
extension at each world; thus if c Is an individual constantof L, ~ l t t is a member of Dv, and if Q Is
an n-ary predicate |0]1~, ~ Dvn; (vi) each individual constantc Is r/g/d In ~ ; i.e., for all v, v' ¢
W in ~ , Icily/- |o]1~,.; (vii) ~ Is sentence complete; i.e., every sentenceof L is included in the
fixed universe of ~ .
Such models appear to provide two different means for determining, at any world w, the truth
value of sentencesof the forms K(a, ~P) and B(a, ~P). On the one hand, the model theory for' predicate
logic implies that B(e, Lp) is true in ~ at v iff ~, Lp> ¢ |B]ln,v. On the other hand, given that B(a,
~) Is Intended as 'a believes that ~', the sentenceshould be true Just Jn case ~ Is true at ell w' ¢
[WRB,a]. Ideally it should not matter which means we choose; the extension of B should correctly
reflect the beliefs a has at w, as determined via the relations RBA. ~ it ought to be that
( 1) For every sentence'P and world v ~, Y,'>( iBIIA,v iff Y, is true ot ell v" ¢ [vRln, BA].
We shall call L-mo(bls doxostically ooherent Jff ( l ) holds. Similarly, we shall say that a
model 111 Is ep/stem/¢ally coherent Iff(2) holds In M:
(2) For every sentenceY, and world w <a, Y.,>¢ |K|ln h, tff tp Is true at all w' ¢ [vl~n ' K,e].
In general, coherence Is more than we can hope for. There are many models In which we find

worlds w such that IB]Iw and IK]I~, conflict with what is true at the membersof [VRKA] and [~,RBA].
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For Instance, it can happenthat for some sentenceko of L ~e,~> E I B ~ but that for some w' such that
vRB~/', • is false at ~/'. What are we to say In this situation about the truth or falsity at w of the
report' a believes that ',P'?
Before we discuss this question, let us simpll~/matters by considering the special case where the
set A consists of a single agent a. We assume that in each model ~ we consider, a is named by the
constant a (a = la| In ~ ) , and we shall abbreviate 'K(~ ko)' and 'B(~P)" to 'K(~)" and 'B(~P)'. 3
Moreover, we will confine our attention tn what follows to the predicate B and Ignore K and the
corresponding alternativeness relatlon RK~. We wlll denotethe alternativeness relatlon RB~ simply
by 'R'. All that we will say from here on about belief also applies to knowledge.
To return to the situation just described, It evidently does not Involve a doxastlcally coherent
model, and there is no one unequivocally right answer to the question we have asked. The answer we
shall give stems In part from the motivation we gave for our models ~ We already, adopted the vlew
that the alternativeness relations determine whatever facts there are about a's beliefs. So if there is a
conflict between IBI! and R, it Is the former we should regard as misrepresenting the true state of
affairs and thus in needof ~ustment. The obvious for',mulafor thls Is,
(3) |B]Iv ={~P: ( W ' ¢ [vR]) ~P is true inv }.
But (3) only brings us back to the original question: if ~P is of the form 'B(c)', what Is tt for ~ to
be true at w'? The seemingly sensible suggestion that the R alternatives of w' provide the answer
leads to an Infinite regress for precisely the sentences that we are most Interested In here. Suppose
for instance that the constant b denotes in ~ the sentence~B(b); b says that a doesnot believe It. Let
us call such a sentencethe "believer sentence." Should b E IBlv? According to R, that will be so just
in case b-- that is -,B(b)-- holds in every v' ¢ [vR], But whether b is true in w' reduces to the
question of whether b fails In somev " ¢ [v'R], and so on. Evidently, this strategy for evaluation leads
nowhere In such cases. The policy we will adopt instead, a direct analogue of that followed by
Herzberger and 6upta, ls to evaluate sentencesat a world using the extension of the belief pr'edlcete.
The effect of this decision me/be, of course, that the adjustment given by (3) will not be
definitive. For' instance, it may alter the extension of B, and with it the truth value of ~ , at worlds v'
¢ [vR]; consequently, the extension of B at w me/be out of sync once aoain. One might hope that
further adjustments will lead eventually to coherence. But, as with truth, there are situations in
which such harmony is never achieved. As we will ,seeshortly, this is so in particular' for truly
paradoxical sentencessuch as the sentenceb above. Another', weaker' hopeone might have is that those
sentences that get "settled," i.e., which do not move in and out of the extension of B any more once a
certain number of adjustments have occurred, get settled already after" a finite number of adjustments.
This would make our task easier, since we would not have to contemplate transfinite sequences of
corrections. But, again as with the parallel theories of truth, there are ways of carrying the
adjustment procedure past limit ordinals, and when those are added one finds that certain sentences
only get settled at some transfinite stage.
Unfortunately, there are different ways of carrying the adjustment process past limit ordinals
which leadto different continuations at subsequentordinals but betweenwhich It ls difficult to choose.
We haveadopteda clause that minimizes the positive extension of B at limit ordinals; it is in essence
the intensional analogueof the clause adopted by Herzberger (1982). This clause will prevent all
3We will almost always ignore the distinction betweenobjects and the constants denotingthem. In the
last sentenceabove this would have meant using the metalinguistic symbol 'a' to refer to the agent a and
to the constant ~of L that denotesa. No confusion should, we hope, arise from thls practice.
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paradoxical sentences, such as the bellever sentence,from being stably true (i.e. true at a world w in
l'n for all ~' In excess of someordlna113).4
We thus arrive at the following definition. Given any model ~ we define for each ordinal cx the
model 1110¢, where 111,= = .¢Wln, I)111,, Rllt, |]i=~, iOi ¢ . |glln for all nonloglcalconstantsQother than
B, and |B]I = is defined as follows:

0 =8 v - i8 ,,
it)
W'(vRv'-,

1))

lii) For limit ordinal ix, ia]1¼,= = {~p: (3p(~x)(y~')(/l~'<o¢ ~ ~ ¢ IBllt~)}
The ~ustment procedure definedabovefor |B]I~ reflects the Idea that the (Initial) extensions of
B should be seen as secondary. From thls perspective it is natural to consider, besides me:lois for L,
what we shall call mode/struoture$. Modelstructures are like models except that they do not
assign extensions to the predicate B. Thus, a model structureM can be turned into a model by
extending |]1M so that it Interprets S as well. In general there is more than one way of turning a
model structure into a model. We say that a model structure is essent/b//,v/ncoherent if every
model that can be obtained from it is Incoherent.
far we have not given any of our reasons for adopting the revision method of Herzbarger and
Gupta rather than the substantially different strategy of Krtpke (1975). ~me of these have to do
with formal advantagesthat we see in the Harzherger-eupts approach, w;hlch we do not yet have the
technical tools to describe. But there is also a conceptual motive that underllos our choice, and this
seems a goodplace to explain what it is.
Until now we have spoken of the problem how the truth values of self-referential sentencesshould
be determined from what might be called an external perspective. We assumed that there was a
determinate set of facts concerning the subject's beliefs and asked what, In the light of those facts,
could be said about the truth values of certain self-referential belief to that subject. But besides this
external point of view there is also on internal perspective on the issue, and tt Is from that
perspective, we feel, that someof the puzzling features ofparadoxicai self-reference are most clearly
visible. The internal perspective is that of a subject who wonders whether he should regard a certain
self-referential sentenceas true or should regard himself as knowing or believing it, In reflecting
upon such a question, the subject is easily led to engagein hypothetical reasoningof the form: 'suppose
were true. Then that would mean...' Sometimesthe outcomeof such a deduction is a conclusion that
contradicts the assumption from which it starts and this conclusion can then serve as the point of
departure for a similar bout of reasoning that producesa new conclusion that contradicts the first and
so on. In this way the subject finds himself driven from one answer to the question he posedhimself
to the opposite answer, and back again. The conclusion that he is Ilkely to draw from all this-- that

4A perhaps more plausible alternative, given the lack of arguments pointing towards one of these
possibilities for revision at Ilmlt ordinals, is to allow all of them. Eachof theseschemesis available
at each limit ordinal. In this way we get, starting from a given model111,not a linear" hierarchy of
models~ = but e branching structure. The definitely believedsentences,according to such a model,
would then be thosewhich settle into the extension of B alongevery branch of the structure, and the
definitely not believed sentencesthose that fall outside the extension of B alongevery branch. We will,
however, refrain from working out that altornatlve here.
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there really is no definite answer to be found-- derives from his awareness that every answer one
might want to give would le~:l to its contradictory and thus be inherently unstable.

We see this process of rationally driven revision as a crucial feature of paradoxical selfreferer~. For this reason we prefer the method of Gupta and Herzberger, which we believe captures
some of the essential features of this process. Kripke's method, in contrast, offers no explication of
thls aspect of self-referentlalsentences at all. At best itcan be sald to offer a plausible account of the
way in which we settlethe truth values of what Kripke himself has called the grounded sentences,
sentences which do contain oc~:;urrencesof the relevant predicate (for Krlpke this Is of course the
truth predicate) but which are not self-referential that their evaluation never leads us back to the
question of their own truth or falsity.

While some models become coherent after one or more revisions,others do not. For the remainder
of this paper, we will look into some of the questions relating to coherence. Which models can be
turned intocoherent ones? How many iterationsare necessary before coherence is reached? Which
sentences get settledand which do not? And finallywhat are the "logics"of knowledge and belief that
coherent and incoherent models determine?
There are three distinct factors that determine whether a model ~ becomes coherent after
revision (i.e.,whether ~II~xis coherent for some ordinal Ix): (i) the forms of self-reference that are
realized in '111,(it) the constraints on the alternativeness relation ~
(i.e.,whether R,ll1 Is
transitive,etc.),(iii) the initialintension IBI D. The role of each of these factors will become clear'
as we look in detailat the effectsof the revision in some particular cases.
But first a general remark about forms of self-reference. There are essentially two semantic
mechanisms by means of which self-reference can arise, naming and quantification. Quantification
always produces self-reference in our models. For every quantifier includes in its range the set of all
sentences, and thus in particular the sentence in which it occurs. Consequently, there exist model
structures that are essentiallyincoherent. For we can always ,selectcertain predicatesof L to play the
role of those syntactic predicates that are sufficient for the construction along Ocedelian lines of
sentences, which on the intended interpretation of their predicates can be paradoxical. In thls way,
we could, for instance,formulate a version ~P of the believer sentence. If M is a model structure in
which the syntactic predicates Get their intended interpretations and In which some reasonable
conditionsare placed on the alternativeness relation,then in no model ~ obtainable from M will Lp
ever settleat any world w-- i.e.,for every ordinal Ix there arej~, ~ ) Ix such that ~P E |BI~/JI iff ~P
IB]I~/~. Thus, ~ is essentiallyincoherent,
Quantiflcationalself-reference Is a subject about which we have littleof importance to say In thls
paper. It is an extremely important topic but much too complex to handle here. We do want to look
closely Intothe other variety of self-reference which arises through naming. But to study this other
klnd of self-reference, we must eliminate all possible interference from self-reference of the
quantiflcatlonal sorL There are several ways in which this can be done. Given our aims, It Is
immaterial which we choo~. The one we have adopted is to restrictattentionto those sentences of L in
which all quantlflersare restrictedby the formula-~(u), and to those model structures and models
In which for all w ISII~vis the set of L sentences and |B~ v ~ IISII~.
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Kripke (1975) was the first to makefully explicit, self-reference may arise becauseo certain
namedesignatesa sentencein which it itself occurs. The modeltheoretic counterpart of this situation
is that where a certain constant c denotesin e given medal~ a sentencet~t containsc. We will refer
to this type of reference as des/gnative self-reference, and we will concentrate for most of the
remainder of this section on models in which such self-reference arises. We will be largely
preoccupied, moreover, with looking at one particular instanceof designativeself-reference, that of
the believer sentence, in the form in which it was first given on p. 9 above. Although the results we
will obtain for this sentencedependto someextent on special properties that it has, we hopethey wt|l
give the testier some idea of what me/be expected in connectionwih other casesof designative selfreference.
Two very simple examples of designative self-reference in a model ~ are exhibited by the
following assignments to the constants b and c: (i) [b|ln = --, B(b) (i.e., b denotes the believer
sentence), (li) Icl,ln - B(¢). To get an impression of how such sentences fare under iterated
revision, let us consider modelsin which they constitute the only casesof designative self-reference.
We shall first concentrateJust on the believer sentence. Let M be a modelstructure such that (a) (1)
holde, (b) for every individual constantd ~ b, id| M is not a sentenceof L. Given what b denotesin
M we might expect that Mcannot be turned intoa ccherent model. Propositions( 1) - (3) show that
this is generally, though not inyarfably, true.
~..Lt.i.O..ILL: Suppose RM is transitive and (ii) ( ] ¥ E W M ) ([wRM] ~ ~ & (V¥' (
[wR/y]) [w'R/f] d ~ . Then M lsessentially incoherent.
The proof, thoughsimple, ls instructive In that onecan see how b behavesunder revision. Suppose
is any model obtainedfrom ~ and supposethat In is coherent. Let w be a world such that ([vR/v,|
~ & ( ~ ' E [vRM]) [v'R M] ~,i¢. Thereare two possibilities, a) b ( IB]IIA,v. Then~,,t' (
[vR] ~ I, v' b. SOsinceb is the sentence=B( b) , W" E [wR] b ¢ lB]lv. [vR] ~ ¢. So let v' (
[vR]. Since b ~ IB]Iv" there is a v" ( [v'R] such that it is not the casethat 'In I, v " b. So b E [B|¥...
Since R is transitive, v'" E [wR], which contradicts that b E [BI¥. b) Nowsupposethat b E [B|w.
Then there is o v' ( [wR] such that it is not the casethat ~ !, w" b. SOb E lB]lv'. SO(Vw" E [w'R])
~ l , v , , b . [v'R] ~ , s o l e t v " E [ v ' R ] .
Thon'lltJ,~v"b,andseb¢lB~". Sothereisav'"(
[v"R] such that it ls not the casethat 11ti, v'" b. But since R is transitive, v"' ( [w'R] and so ~ I,
v'" b, which Is a contradiction.
Proposition 2: SupposeM Is essentially Incoherent. Thencondition (11) of proposition I
holde.
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Since the transitivityof the alternativeness relation is standardly assumed in semantics for
doxastlclogic,there Is a point to combining propositions I and 2:5
P.£_Q.P_g~.iI~.K~.:Suppose R is transitive. Then M is essentlallyincoherent iffM satisfies
the condition(II) of proposition I.
We needjust a l i ttle more machlner'y to state same res uIts cancern1ng how t he halley er sentence
and other paradoxical sentencesdrift in and out of the extensions of B. Theseresults are interesting,
at least in part becausethey' do not depend on the Initial extensions of B. Define the D-prof//e at a
world w in 7n to be the set of ordinals,r' such that for each ~x E r , l~ E |BitX111,v. Similarly, for
any set of ordinals p, the b - p r o f i l e at e in ~t onp is the intersection of the b-profile at w in
and ~. We also needto define more precisely certain forms of designative self- reference. Let <~ be
the transitive closure of the relation that holds between two constants c and d iff c names tn ~ a
sentence containing d. We will define ~ to be non-self-referential iff ~'ln is well founded.
Otherwise, ~ ls se/f-referentlal. Moreover if C ls a set of Individual constants and ~11rll'Cis not
well founded, then wesay C ls self-referential in '111. A set of sentences S is self-referential
in~11 iff there is a set of individual constants C such that: (i) C is self-referential in ~ , (ii) each
member of C denotes In ~ a member of S, and (ill) C contains a designator for each sentence in 8.
We can predict the character of some models for L without reference to either the Initial lntenston
of B or the alternativeness relation: we can extend the main proof in Oupta (1982) to show that
every non-self-referential model ~ ls coherent. This Is true regardless of the type of alternativeness
relation or initial intension for B in
For self-reflexive models even of a very simple kind, however, we need to have at least some
Information concerning the character of the alternativeness relation to make some concrete
predictions.
Proposition 4: Supposethat ~ ls a model such that: (1) IbH,ll.t m ~8(b); (ll) no constant
other than b denotesa~ntence in ~ ; (iii) R~ is transitive. Then for any ~v E W.ln the bprofile at w in ~ on m is one of the following: (i) ,#, (ii) the even natural numbers, (iti) the
odd natural numbers, and (iy)w. Moreover, (iv) arises only if [~vR] =,#.
5We have not at this point been able to supply a condition on R which is both necessary and sufficient
for the essential Incoherence of M A necessary condition for" essential incoherence that is relevant to
cases where R is not transitive as well as to caseswhere it Is, is that the inverse of RM be not wellfounded. But this condition ls not sufficient as the following model structure in which R ls Indeed notwell-founded shows. Let M be a model structure with the properties (a) and (b) and which is such
that WM = {re, wa} and RM ls the relation {<re, w=>, <vj, vO}. Let ~ be a model obtained from M
by adding IBIS, o and IB~v t such that b £ |B~,oO and b ¢ KB~aO or b ~ IB~,oO and b ¢ IB~vaO.
Then ~ will be coherent and thus Mnot essentially incoherent. When we generalize from this last
example, we cometo appreciate that a condition on R that is both neco~ary and sufficient for" essential
incoherence could not be very simple. To appreciate this observe that while the model structure we
just defined is not essentially incoherent, a similar model structure with three worlds w 1 , w~, w 3
and an alternativeness relation consisting of the pairs <win,~2>, <v2, w3>, ~v3, w0>~ essenti~iy
incoherent. This oddity generalizes to all oddand even loops: if RM. contains a loop with an odd
rum bet of elements then it is essentially incoherent; on the other" hand, if R M consists only of loops
with even number of elements then M ls not.
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Proof: Assumefirst that R ls serlal-- re. W [vR] ~ ,~' Supposew 6 W
following cases.

We distinguish the

to) (~,'a c [vR])(~2 ¢ Iv,R]) b c Ie~zo.
Then b~ KB~ .1 for all v' E [vR] U ( v } From this and the seriality of R, it follows that for n 2 2
ondv' ¢ [vR| b E llB]lw,n ifin is even 5o in particular the b-profile at w on w is the set of even
numbers

(b) (:~,h ¢ [vR])(PVz ¢ Iv=R]) b ~ IB~zO.
Let ¥~ be such a member of [vR]. Then for eachv' E Iv,R] U {v,}, b E I O ~ .1. By on argument

similar to that tn (a), b c EB]v,n lff n is odd. Sincevm ¢ [vR], this implies that if n is even, b ¢
|B~, n. To make further progress, we divide (b) into two subcosos:
(b I) (3~,¢=( [vR])(Wz ([viR]) b ( [e]v=O.
Letvl be as ossumed. Then ( ~ z ¢ [viR] U {v0}) (b ~ [B]vzn ~ n Is even). Again becausevl
[~,R], b 4~[B]¥ n, If n Is odd. By what we hovealready seenunder (b). thls Implies that the b-profile
onwot~ in ~ ls,W.

(b.2) (W, e [vR])(~¥z ([voR]) b ¢ Ke]vzO.
This case requires yet onather bifurcation.

(b.2.1) ( ~ l E [vR])(Pvz E [vnR])~) ¢ [v=R]) b ¢ [e]v)O .
Then if vj is as assumed,we concludeas under (a) that for eachv' ¢ [vjR] U {v=} (b ¢ IBlv,n if[ n
Is even). Thls holds In particular for Ya, and as ¥~ E [vR], we concludethat b cannot belongto [B]v n
when n ls o(k:l. ,5o In this casethe b-profile at w on ¢o Is oOaln,~.
(b.2.ii) (~hv~( [vR])(3'vz ¢ [v0R])(Pw) ([v~R]) b ¢ [B]v)O.
Then for eachvl ( [vR] there is avj' such that for oli v" ¢ [va'R] U {vj'} (b ( [O]v..n iff n is odd)
Consequently.for every v~ ¢ [vR] b ~ i b m , n for even n, a~ so b ¢ I B ~ n when n ls (x:kJ ~o the bprofile at w on w consists of all the odd natural numbers,
If we drop the assumption that R ls sofia1 on W, we must alsoconsider w such that [vR] = ~ and w
such that (3v' E [vR]) v'R = ,~' Thesegive us,~' and w as b-profi las This completesthe proof.
It is not difficult to extend the result of proposition ,4so that it covers the full b-profile. Because
of our clause for limit ordlnals b (and any other paradoxical sentence) ls never In [B]lt/~ for ha limit
ordinal and for all ~v ¢ W. So we immediately concludethat for any limit ordinal h, the b-profile at w
in 111on (h + co)\ ,~ is one of the sets: ¢ , (h + w)~ h, {h + 2n + I: n ¢ o~} Indeed,we have:
Proposition 5: Supposethat'ln is as in proposition 4 Thenfor any limit ordinal ,~and
natural number n:
(i) if [vR] = ~ , then b ( EB]lkf~+ n
(ii) if (3v= ¢ [vR]) [vaR] = ¢ , then b ¢ IB]~ '~+ n
(ill) If [vR] ~ ¢ and =(3va ¢ [vR]) [v~R] = ,W',then b ( IB~v '~+ n lff n Is

even.6
6Wben R Is not transitive, the b~proflles cannotbedescribedin noarlg suchsimple terms.
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It is instructiveto compare the behevi~ of the paradoxic~l believer sentenc8 with the harmlessly
self-referential c. Suppose that M is a model structure in which KcJ M ~ IB(c) and all other
constants denote non-sentencesin M Then ifR is transitive,any model ~ obtained from M will be
coherent after one revision-- i.e.,the coherent model will be 'Ira.
I. If R is not transitive,there is no
guarantee that coheren~ will be achieved that quickly; but Itwlll be reached eventually. It should be
noted that although c is not paradoxical,it is not a grounded sentence either in the sense of Kripke
(1975). This implies that c's truth value cannot be deter'mined without reference to the inltial
extensions of B. Indeedwe find that in all but a few marginal cases, the model structure M does not
determine the truth value of c: we can always turn M Intotwo dlffu'entmodels ~ a and ~ 2 f~ each
w, so that in ~ c is true at w while in ~ tt is false at w.
The results obtained in this section so far are all quite easily established. It appears to be much
more dlfflcult to arrive at an equally detailed understanding of the behavior under ravlslon of more
complicated casesof designative self-reference. The only general result we are in a position to state
as a theorem here uses rather strong constraints on the alternativeness relation. Before we can state
this result, however, we must introduce a few more concepts. Supposethat ~ is a model and that the
set C of constants ls self-referential In ~111. We say that C is simply self-referential In ~ iff
each c E C de.notesin ~ a booleancombination of sentenceseach one of which either (a) is of the form
B(d) with d E C or (b) doesnot contain B. For any set of constants C of L, model "~ and ~/¢ W~l1, the
C-characterlstlc o f w in ~ is the function f: C ~ {0,1 } such that for c £ C f(c) = ! iffc E IB]I~lrl'
w. By the C-profile at w in ~ we understand the function defined on the class of all ordinals which
maps each ordinal cx onto the C-characteristic of w in ~¢¢. Similarly, if J3ts a set of ordinals then the
C-profile at w on ~ in ~ is the restriction tar of the C-profile at w in
~.fLt..t.liJL6..: Suppose that ~ is a model, C a finite set of constants that is simply
referential in ~ and that R ~ is transitive, serial and euclidean (i.e., (~#vl, v2, v~)((v#Rw,~
& ~,,R~,,t3)~ v=R~,w,3).Then there are natural numbers n and m such that for ~ v E W,l.n the
C-profile at w on • in "111.is cyclical after n with period m; that is, if r >_n and s = k.m
+ r then the C-characteristic at w in ~ equals the C-characteristic at w in ~ r .
It is straightfoward to extend this result to a similar one about full C-profiles.
The constraints we have imposed on R in proposition 6 are such as to make the proof almost
trivial. But they are also quite strong; in particular the euclidean property can hardly be justified on
the strength of our intuitions about belief. One might conjecture that the conclusion of proposition 6
also follows when the serial and the euclidean constraint are dropped. But a proof for this claim would
be much more difficult.
We conclude this section with a result that is, like proposition 4, a special case of the conjecture
we have juist made, and which concerns an Instance of self-reference that has been discussed
elsewhere in the literature on this topic (see e.g. Herzberger ( 1g82)).
~..ILTZ.:
Suppose~ isa model such that (i) |b]111,I = roB(el, (it) ~ll~n = B(b),
(ill) all other constants of L do not denote sentences(iv) RI.n is transitive. Then for eachw £
W ~ the {b,c}-prof|le at w on w in ~ is cyclical after 4 with period 4.
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The paradoxMontagueand Kaplan discoveredwas that languagescapableof expressingenoughabout
their own syntax cannotcontain sentencepredicatesfor conceptslike belief that satlsfy the intuitively
valid and commonly acceptedlogical principles ascribed to them. The point of this paper has been to
explore an as yet scarcely Investigatedway out of this difficulty, which sacrifices as little as possible
from the totality of logical and semantical Intuitions that their work shows to be incompatible. Of
course, in a straightforward sense their results are definitive: any consistent, formal theory which
treats belief as a predicate of sentences must give up something. In approachesof the sort we hove
advocatedwhat has to go ls part of the concept specific logical principles (such as, e.g., (B 1) - (84)
for a predicate of belief) by which we would like to see these predicates governed, but which they
cannot obey without exception. In this respect, the familiar and prima facle desirable dexastlc loglcs
are in the same position as ls the Tarskl T-schemaIn the work on truth on which we have built here.
In particular, at least one of the axioms (B I) - (84) will have to give up Its absolute validity, If the
semantic analysls we haveoffered Is viable at ali.a
It should not be surprising that (84) ls prominent amongthe principles that will be so affected.
Propositions 10 and 11 below makethis explicit. But it shouldbe notedthat it is only In the presence
of truly paradoxical sentencesthat tiP,re ls a needfor giving up anything at all, as ls evident from
propositions 8 and 9.
P.r.9.EQILLtLOLO.: SupposeM ls a deslgnatlvely non-self-referential model structure (I.e.
<b/ls well founded). Then (a) there is an intension IB! such that the model ~ obtained by
adding IB] to M is coherent; (b) for any medal'IA obtainedfrom M by addingintenslons for B
there ls an tx such that In = ls coherent.
JEC.O.~.LtLL.: 5upposellt ls coherent and that (1)R ls transitive and (11) reflexive on Its
range (I.e., ( ~ v' ¢ Wllrt)(vl~,' ..~ v'Rv')). Tl'en all instancesof (BI)-(64) are true in
at all worlds.
These two propositions suggest that it is legitimate to take the logic of belief sentences that are
free of self- reference to contain all theseaxloms. In fact It may be appropriate to extendthis claim to
a somewhat larger domain, which also includes some self-referential sentences. As we have seen,
there are self-referential sentences which admit of coherent models. For Instance, every model
structure M, In which the only Instanceof self-reference is the sentencec, where Ic| M = B(©), can
be turned Into a coherent model with the appropriate choicefor IBI. Moreover',if R M Is transitive
and reflexive on Its range, then any model ~ obtained from Mwill coherent after one revision (I.e.
~ t is coherent).
What are we to make of the suogestlonsmade in propositions 8 and 9 and the ensuing remarks?
Evidently to turn them Into arguments, we needan antecedentaccountof what would qualify as logically
valid, given the kind of model theory we have developed. To get such an account we cannot simply
extrapolate from the well understood and straightforward relationship between logic and semantics
that Is found In classical logic, exemplified by the familiar syntax and somanics of first order
predicate logic. For like many other alternatives to the classical case, the m(xlel theory of the
OWeagain In this section continue as we havetalking solely of belief. The parallel remarks to be made
about knowledgeare, we hope,an easyextrapolation.
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previous sectionoffers a number of differentoptions for defining an associatedIoOic,between which il
Is quite difficultif not impossible to make a well motivated choice. Suppose for instance we want to
define what it is for a sentence to be logicallyvalid. Presumably we want to say that the valid
sentenc~E~are those that are invariably true. But how should we Interpret this in the context of the
model theory of this paper? What is it for a sentence to be "invariably true"? True at which worlds
in which models? Here we face a number" of different options, no one of which stands out
unequivocally as the right one. Ghould we, for instance, include only coherent models, or should the
truth values in non coherent models also count? Ifwe go f~ the second option, should we consider all
of them or"only some distinguishedsubclass? These are only some of the questions that an account of
validity must answer. Others, familiar from the literature on modal logic pertain to the constraints
that should be Imposed on the alternativeness relation. As we shall see below, there are further
questions as well. Not until all these questions are settledwill It be possible to assess the tentative
claims about the logic of the non-self-referential and of the "harmlessly" salf-referential sentences
of L.
It Is wlth similar caution that the reader should interpret the next two proposltionswhich concern
the logicof arbitrary designative self-refernce. When self-reference is not of the harmless variety
exemplified W c, models as a rule start out incoherent and cannot be made coherent upon revision.
Even such models, however, reach a certain kind of stabilityafter enough revisions.
Proposition.lO : For each L modal ~ there is a least ordinal txe, such that: (i)
for eachv £W~n and each sentence 5O 5O E iIB~i.t, vec+ iff (VIt Z cx) 5° E IBIIllrt, vJ I, (it)
after eta the revision process goes through 8 fixed cycle-- i.e. there is an ordinal ~' such that
for any II~, It= > ace if there ls a ~ < ~ such that Ill = ~'~s + it and p= = ~"~z + ~, then for all v E

IBL,,P, = ts

,.

We shall call such an ordinal as ¢x= a minimization ordinal for ~ and ~¢¢= a metastable
model Itfollows from our"definitionsthat if~ is coherent then the minimization ordinal for ~ Is 0
and the smallest ~ satisfying(ii) in proposition I0 is I.
One way of defining the logic of designative self-refernce would be to identify the valid
sentences as those which come out true throughout all metastable models. On this assumption and given
the appropriate choice of constraints for R, the schemata (B I ) - (B3) will stillcome out valid, in the
sense that all their instancesare valid. But (B4) will now have false instances and so lose its validity
as aschema.
ProposltIon I | : Suppose ~o¢ Is a metastable model and suppose R is transitive in ~.
Then every Instance of (B I) -(B3) Is true at every world In W~¢. Further, as long as R
satisfiescondition (II) of Proposition I, ~n = wlll yield counterlnstances to (84) at some
world.
Of course, thls is not surprising; something had to give. However, within our framework, even
(B4) retainsa weaker" klnd of validity. To explain this, we should note that when ~= Is metastable,
the sentences that are not in IB]I~ll,¥¢ fall into two natural classes-- those that remain outside
IB]i~,irt,~I for"all Jl Z ~x and those that continue to move In and out of I[B]I~e. The first might be
naturally regarded as the ant/extension of B at w-- the set of sentences that are definitely not
believed at w. The second consists of sentences whose status as beliefsIs forever In doubt. We can use
the extension and antiextenslon of B In ~= to construct a partial model lilt. In any of the familiar
valuation schemes for" partial models-- the Kleene valuations or supervaluation schemes, certain
sentences will not get a truth value. Wlth reference to (B4), we now flnd that, on any of these
valuation schemes, none of its instancescome out falseat any world of IIII. 8o if we were to identify
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the valid sentencesas those which never comeout false In any of the partial modelsassociatedwith
metastable models,the schema(B4) gets reinstatedas valid.
One must not forget, however, that this rehabilitation of (B4) is somethingof a sham. For
example, the instance of (B4) which we get by replacing ~ In It with the paradoxical believer
sontencewill lack a truth value at eachpartial model,andso it will never actually comeout false. But
it certainly will never comeout true either. Thus, It would be unwise to rely upon such instancesof
the principle when engagingIn doxastlc reasoning.
Thts last observation leads us back Into not only questions about choices between valuation
schemes but also fundamentalissuesof loOlCand its relation to semantics. Sincewe have already'said
we cannotdeal adequatelywith thesequestions here, better to stop now and save o fuller treatment of
these issues for another occasion.
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